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            Founded in 2005, the Silmarillion Writers' Guild exists for discussions of and creative fanworks based on J.R.R. Tolkien's The Silmarillion and related texts. We are a positive-focused and open-minded space that welcomes fans from all over the world and with all levels of experience with Tolkien's works. Whether you are picking up Tolkien's books for the first time or have been a fan for decades, we welcome you to join us!
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      SWG News

    
      
  
    
      
      
          Cultus Dispatches: Canon Deviations, Multifandoms, and Original Content
Tolkien Fanfiction Survey data gives some insight into what connections, if any, exist between fanfiction and original fiction.




    The SWG Is Featured in Two Journal Articles
In a recent special issue of "Transformative Works and Cultures" about platforms, the SWG was discussed in two articles.




    New Challenge: It Comes in Threes
Select a prompt from a list of things that "come in threes" for this month's challenge.




    A Sense of History: Seeing Stones in Dark Towers
Simon J. Cook's ongoing series on towers in Tolkien explores the dark towers of "The Lord of the Rings" and how they connect to the palantíri.
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      New & Updated Fanworks

    
      
  
    
      
      
          [Writing] It comes in Threes by cílil
 Three triple drabbles written for the It comes in Threes challenge, featuring various Ainur.



    [Writing] The Unrest of the Noldor by StarSpray
 Minyelmë comes to Tirion to see Lalwen, arriving just in time to see things come to a head.



    [Writing] Wingfeet: Racing across Ard-galen by Himring
 A Dwarf, a Man, and an Elf race across a grassy plain... Except that these three are original characters of the First Age racing across the plain of Ard-galen and their plight is rather different.



    [Writing] Cliffhanger by Tehta
 Climbing partners get very accustomed to saving each other's lives. The habit can prove hard to break, as Findekáno and Maitimo discover.






    [Writing] Gilded Knife by elennalore
 Ar-Pharazôn takes part in the first ceremony of the new Temple, and Zigûr is there to help him.



    [Writing] Symmetry by Tehta
 The Silmarillion states that the entire Dwarven race is descended from the seven Dwarves Aule made: the Seven Fathers of the Dwarves.


...Seven Fathers? Really? And Zero Mothers?


I have attempted to explain this absurdity here. In a deeply scientific and scholarly way.



    [Writing] The Firstborn of the Firstborn by Tehta
 Set in Cuiviénen. The future kings of the Eldar discuss Oromë's invitation. There is cake, and tea.


Very canon-ish, sorry.




    

  
          




  


  
      Current Challenge

    
      
  
    
      
      
    
      
      
          It Comes in Threes

Choose a prompt from a list of 130 different things that "come in threes." Read more ...




    

  
          




  


  
    
      
  
    
      
      
          
Random Challenge

Understory

For this remix challenge, develop a minor character, plot point, or other detail from a fanwork into a new fanwork. Read more ...





    

  
          




  


  
      New in References

    
      
  
    
      
      
          Beyond Borders: Canon Deviations, Multifandoms, and Original Content by Dawn Walls-Thumma

[]
Data from the 2015 and 2020 Tolkien Fanfiction Surveys shows to what extent Tolkien fanfiction writers push beyond the canon and toward or into the realm of originality, as well as whether trends exist in among the various ways authors venture beyond the borders of Middle-earth.





    Seeing Stones in Dark Towers by Simon J. Cook

[]
As inscribed above the western doors of the Mines of Moria, that magical illustration of Elf-Dwarf collaboration, the name of the game is treachery. From Frodo’s far-seeing dream of Orthanc in his first night in the house of Tom Bombadil, the post draws in the person of Frodo Baggins the image of the Stone by which the will of the Necromancer enters a Tower.





    In the House of the Fairbairns by Simon J. Cook

[]
The first of some posts on the Elf-tower on the western margin of The Lord of the Rings attempts to frame the relationship between the narrative and the appendices of The Lord of the Rings and an analysis of Frodo's dream-visions. 






    

  
          




  


  
      Beyond the Silmarillion

    
      
  
    
      
      
          [Writing] The Sign of the Prancing Pony by Uvatha the Horseman
[]Bob and Nob, hobbit servants at the Prancing Pony, prank the famous tavern sign.



    [Writing] I Comfort You by Flora-lass
[]This is more than inspired by sallysavestheday's 'Rash Words and Bitter Hopes' (see notes), in which Legolas and Gimli are riding together on Arod, towards Fangorn, and poor Legolas is seriously overwrought following the encounter with Eomer. My version might have qualified for last year's…



    [Writing] Tale of the Crebain by Anne Wolfe
[]An origin story for the crebain, following a Dunlending OC. Written for the second B2MEM 2024 Drabble Race, for the prompt "bird nest".




    

  
          




  


  
    
      
  
    
      
      Around the World and Web

    
      
      
          Feast of Horns Week 2024

Feast of Horns is a a week-long Tolkien-themed event on Tumblr that will take place from the 16th to the 22nd of April, 2024, using headcanons as prompts.




    Silmarillion Epistolary Week 2024

Silmarillion Epistolary is a challenge dedicated to creating fanworks to tell the story of "The Silmarillion" in the style of an epistolary novel. Silmarillion Epistolary Week will run 15-21 April 2024.




    April 2024 Calls for Papers

Conferences and publications that have calls for papers open during April 2024.




    Tolkienshortfanworks challenge for April

The tolkienshortfanworks challenge for April has been posted to the Dreamwidth community. The thematic challenge is: bread; the formal challenge is: bredlik. As usually, these can be filled separately and also combined with other challenges, such as SWG challenges.




    Barduil Month 2024

Barduil Month 2023 celebrates the pairing Bard the Bowman/Thranduil Oropherion from "The Hobbit" and will run on Tumblr and AO3 with four themed weeks in April.
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            Site © Dawn Felagund

Logo © Bunn

All copyrights for creative work hosted on this site are retained by their creators.


This site is built using Drupal and the theme W3CSS.
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            Characters and stories associated with J.R.R. Tolkien's works remain the property of his estate. Creative work using this material has been written solely for the enjoyment and enlightenment of its creator and their associates. No profit is made on the materials shared on this site.



      
  


        

      

      
          

  

  
  
  
  



  


    
    




  